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The canonical twin parn.dox is explained by making a correct use of 
tlw principle of equivalence. The role of the principle of equivalence is 
to provide a physical agent i.e gtavity which can supply the required 
extra aging to the rocket-bound sibling during itt; acceleration phase 
through a gravitational time-offset pffec-t. vVe follow an approach where 
a. novel variation on the twin paradox is used to connect gravity with 
thl' desyuchroniza.tiou in the docks of two spatially d.ista.ut, identically 
accelPrated observers. It is shown that this approach removes certain 
drawbacks of au earlier effort which claims to exploit the equivalence 
principle in explaining the differential a.ging in the paradox. 

Key words: special relativity, general relativity, twin paradox, equiv
a.lence principle, gravitational slowing down of docks, conventionality 
of simultaneity, Zahar transformation. 

L INTRODUCTION 

The principle of equivalence between acceleration and gravity is con
sidered as a cornerstone of Einstd.n's theory of gravitation or that 
of general relativity (GR). According to Einstein, the principle states 
that: "A system in a uniform acceleration is equivalent to a system 
a.t rest immersed in a uuifonn gnwitatioual fidel" [1]. Text books of
ten introduce GR by first demonstrating that the equivalence principle 
(EP) predicts gravitational red-shift, which Einstein viewed as a test 
of general relativity. However, we now reganl it as a more basic test 

'A nthor to whom a.ll correspondences should be made. 
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of EP and the existence of curved space-time [2]. The phenomenon of 
gravitational red-shift, which has been tested by precision experiments 
by Pound-Rebka and Snider in the sixties [:3, 4] is also interpreted as 
that of gravitational slowing down"of clocks (GSDC). The GSDC has 
now been tested with much accuracy by using a hydrogen maser clock 
with extraordinary freq1~ency stability flown on a rocket to an alti
tude of about 10,000 km [2]. In the literature GSDC phenomenon has 
been found to play an important role in resolving the notorious twin 
paradox [;:Ji. 

ln the canonical version of the twin paradox, of the two twins 
initiRlly living on earth (assumed to he au inertial frame). one leaves 
the earth bv a fast rocket to a distant star and then returns to meet her 
stay-at-hor~e brother to discover that they age differently. This as such 
is not a paradox since the rocket-bound sibling, on account of her high 
velocity will suffer relativistic time dilation of her (biological) clock 
throughout her journey and \oVill therefore return younger with respect 
to her brother. Indeed, with respect to the inertial frame of the stay-at
home twin, the world lines of the twins in the l\Enkowski diagram are 
different (although from the description of the problem, the end points 
of these lines, i.e the tinw and the place of departure and that of their 
reunion, meet) and hence the asymmetry in the aging can be attributed 
to the fact that proper time is not integrable [6]. The paradox arises 
if one naively treats the perspective;;; of the twins symmetrically. For 
example, if the traveller t\vin considers herself to remain sta.tionai·y and 
relatt> the motion tu her brother, she would (erroneously) expect her 
brother to stay younger by believing that the Lorentz transformation 
(LT) predicts reciprocal time dilation of moviug clocks. Qualitatively 
tlw resolution lies in the observation that one of the tv.rins is in an 
accelerated (non-inertial) frame of reference and hence the postulates of 
special relativity (SR) are not applicable to it and therefore the claim of 
reciprocity of tirne dilation l>ctwecu the frame:-> of reference of Uw twins 
falls through. Indeed, Einstein himself found this sort of argument 
preferable in dismissing the paradoxical element in the twin problem [7]. 
However, this suggestiou should not be construed as a statemeut that 
the resolution of the paradox falls outside the purview of SR . On the 
contrary much of the expositions found in the literature on the subject 
deal with the problem in the frame work of sn alone1

' although many 
tend to believe that the introduction of GR and a gravitational field at 
the point of acceleration is the right way to understand the asymmetry 
in the perspectives of the twins. Bohm notes in the context that " 
two clocks running at places of different gravitational potential will 
have different rates" [10]. This suggests that EP can directly be used 
to explain the asymmetry (difference between the experiences of the 

1 VE·ry extensive treatment iH available in Speeia.l Relativity Theory-Selected 
Reprints [8], (see a.lso Ref. [9]). For newer expositions see for example Ref [6] 
and references therein. 
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rocket-bound and the stay-at-home twin). However, as pointed out 
b)' Debs and Redhead [6] and also others [11], that since in the twin 
problems one deals with fiat space-time, any reference of GR in this 
context is quite confusing. 

Coming back to the issue of acceleration. one finds often that 
the direct role of acceleration of the rocket-bound twin in causing the 
differential aging has been much criticized although it is quite clear 
that in order to have twice intersecting trajectories of the twins (this 
is necessary since the clocks or ages of the twins have to be compared 
at the same space-tirne events) one cannot avoid acceleration. 

In an interesting article Gruber and Price [12] dispel the idea 
of any direct connection between acceleration and asymmetric aging 

presenting a variation of the paradox where although one t\vin ii' 
subjected to undergo an arbitrarily large acceleration, no differential 
aging; occurs. That the acceleration per se cannot play a role is also 
evident from the mmal calculation of t.he age difference from the per
spt>ctivc of the inertial frame of the stay-at-home twin if oJJe notes that 
the duration of the turn-around process of the rocket can be made arbi
trarily small in compari:-son to that for the rest of the journey <:mel hence 
the final age difference between: the twins can then be understood in 
terms of the usual relativistic time dilation of the traveller twin during 
csc;entia1ly the unacceleratecl segment of her journey2 . -

One is thus caught in an ambivalent Rituation that, on the one 
hand the acceleration does not play any role, 011 the other hand the 
paradox is not well pm;ed unless there is a turn-around (acceleration) 
of the traveller t\vin 3. 

In order to get out of this dichotomy it is enough to note that 
from the point of view of the traveller twin, the acceleration (or the 
change of reference frame in the abrupt turn-around scenario) is im
portant. The consideration of this acceleration only has the ability 
to explain that the expectation of symmetrical time dilation of the 
stationary twin from the point of view of the rocket-bound twiu is 
incorrect. · · 

In an interesting paper A.Harpaz [5] tries to explain the twin 
paradox by calculating the ag<:~ difference from the perspective; of tlw 
traveller twin directly by applying EP i.e by introducing GSDC. From 
the previom; discussions it may seem unnecessary (or even confusing) 
to invoke gravity in the e~;seutially special relativistic problem. How
ever the fact is. Harpaz's approach apparently provides an alternate 

2 ln such a calculation the time dilation is also calculated during the acceleration 
phase ( assumiug the clock hypothesis to be true [6]) and is shown to contribute 
arbitrarily small value in the age ofi~"'et if the duration of the acceleration phase is 
assumed to t.end to zero. 

3 Here we are considering the standard version of the paradox and the varitt,tion 
where the twins live in a cylindrica1univen;e [13, 14[ ha,q been kept out of the r)f(~sent 
scope. 
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explanation for the differential aging from the traveller's perspective. 
The author of the pedagogical article observes that although the 

special relativistic approach can correctly account for the age difference 
between the twins, " it does not manifest the 'physical agent' responsi
ble for the creation of such a difference'' [GJ. It is hdd that EP provides 
such an agent and that is gravity. But how does gravity find ·way into 
Lhe problern? Gravity enters through EP and its connection with the 
resolution of the paradox can symbolically he written as 

EP 
Acceleration-·" Gravity ·--+Gr-avitational red-sh~{t---+ G S DC --> 

}}rtra aging, 

when· the lat>t item of the flow diagram indicates that with respect to 
thP rocket-bound twin. GSDC provides the extra aging of the stay-at-
home one, explaining the asymmetrical aging of the problenL 

However while there is as such no harm in uuden;;taudiug tlw 
twin problem h·om a different perspective (here, this is in tenus of 
GSDC), Harpaz's approach suffer from two fold conceptual difficulties 
which we will elaborate in the next section. These difiicultie:s include 
the fact that the calculations are only approximate. The other diffi
culty will be seen to be of more fundamental in nature. The aim of tlw 
prcseut paper is to remove these difficulties aud give an accurate ac
count of the asymmetric aging from the perspective of the rocket-bound 
twin directly in terms of a time-offset between the siblings which is in
troduced due to the pseudo-gravity experienced by the traveller twirL 

2. GSDC AND EXTRA AGING 

In the standard version of the twin paradox the differential aging from 
the perspective of the stay-at-home (inertial) observer A can easily 
be calculated as:mming that for the most parts of the journey of th(_' 
traveller twin B, the motion remains uniform except that there is a 
turn-around acceleration of the rocket so that finally the siblings are 
able to meet and compare their ages. In the Minkowski di::=tgrarn the 
whole scenario is charactei.·ized primarily by three events: (1) Meeting 
of the world lines of A aud B when the voyage starts taking place, 
(:2) the tum around of 13 and (3) meeting of the world lines when 
A and B reunite. For the paradox it is not necessary that at events 
( 1) and ( 2), the relative velocity between A and B has to be zero, 
since ages or dock:-; can be compared at a point even if the observers 
are iu relative motion, therefore the analysis of the problem can be 
clone by considering the acceleration only during the turn-around. The 
dnrA,tion of the acrcleration phase can be considered to be arbitrarily 
small compared to the time it takes during its forward and return 
journeys and hence the age difference occurs due to the usual relativistic 
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time dilation of a clock for its uniform motion. This is clearly given by 

Age difference 2t A ( 1 - I) ~ 2i A 1.'2/ c2, (1) 

where 2/A i:-:; the time the rocket takes for its entire journey (up aud 
in uniform speed u and 1r -'- (1 -- )-1/ 2 is the usual Lorentz 

fc-\ctor. 
The paradox is resolved if one can shcrw that B also predicts 

the :same difference in :spite of the fact that the time dilation effect 
is reciprocal. Clearly some new considerationfi (that were absent in 
arriving at Eq. ( 1)) must offset this reciprocal time dilation and also this 
must provide some extra aging to A from the point of view of B r->o that 
the age difference remains independent of the two perspectives. One of 
these new considerations, as has already been pointed ouL is the one 
of a :synchronization gap that B discovers due to her change of inertial 
frame during her entire voyage. This has been clearly demonstrated by 
Bondi [15] in the context of Lord Hulsbery's three brother approach [6] 
to umlerstandiug the twin paradox. 

The other way of understanding the same thing is the considera
tion of pseudo-gravity experienced by B because of its turn-around. In 
order to demonstrate how f.:P plays the role iu the analysis, Harpaz uses 
the gravitational red-shift formula, which can be obtained heuristically 

the EP) as 
( I 2 tw '= u0 1 + gh c ). (2) 

where !} is the acceleration due to (pseudo) gravity and 6.u represents 
the change of frequency of light observed at a distance h frmn the source 
when,· the frequency of the saml~ light is seeu to be v0 . IuttTpreting thi~:> 
red-shift effect in tl!rms of GSDC, the formula can be written as 

where t 1 and t2 are times measured by clocks located at two points P1 
aud P2 (say) and 6_<]) ,, gh. is the potential difference between these p 
oints. It has been shown that with respect to B the acceleration plays 
a role by providing an extra time difference between B and A, because 
of the integrated effect of GSDC during the (arbitrarily) short dura
tion of B's acceleration. This time difference more than offsets the age 
difference calculated by B solely assuming the reciprocal time dilation 
so much so that finally B ages less by the correct amount. As pointed 
out earlier there are two conceptual difficulties in understanding the 
treatment. First, in an effort to find a "physical agent" responsible for 
the extra aging, Harpaz relic::; ou some approximate formulae i_ncluding 
that of the gravitational red-shift, because of his assumption, v2

/ c2 « 1 
inherent in the analysis, ·ai1d therefore, the pseudo-gravitational effect 
has the ability to rer->olve the paradox only approximately. Clearly there 
is no valid reason to make any such small velocity approximation for 
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the problem. One might of course argue that for the author's stated 
purpose it would be enough to show that the " physical agent" i.e. 
gravity is at work when B's point of view is considered. However, it 
will be shown that such an argument would also not hold good and the 
reason for it concerns the second difficulty. The explanations based 
on SR relies on the fact that during the direction reversing accelera
tion, the travelling twin changes from one reference frame to another 
and the lack of simultaneiW of one reference frame with respect to the 
other provides the "missing time" which constitutes the reason for the 
differential aging [ 6]. Now the lack of agreement. in simultaneity is a 
special relativistic concept without. any classical analogue, on the other 
hand in many standard heuristic derivations of the gravitational red
shift formula (see for example [lG-18]) which is also followed hy the 
author of Hcf. . one finds that no reference to SR is made Indeed 
the wcll-kurJ\VIl formula for the red-shift parameter Z o= ghj c2 is ou]y 
approximate and is derived by making use of the classical Doppler ef
fect for light between the source of light and a detector placed at a 
distance h along the direction of acceleration .9 of an Einstein eleva
tor [5]. According to EP an observer within the elevator will " attribute 
his observations in the elevator, to the existence of a uniform gravita
tional field in a rest system of reference'' !51. Thus the equivrtlence of 
gravity and acceleration in terms of gravlta,tional red-shift or GSDC 
tlwrd(n·c turnti out to be as if a purely classical (Newtonian) concept 
in this approximation! How then is GSDC able to account for an effect. 
viz. the lack of simultaneity which is essentially a standard relativistic 
phenotneuon'( 

In the next section we will show that indeed the EP can explain 
the twin paradox exactly provided the connection of EP and GSDC is 
obtained using the full machinery of SR. 

3. EP AND THE GRAVITATIONAL TIJ\r1E OFFSET 

In an interesting paper Boughn [19] presents a variation of the twin 
varadox where two twins A and B on board two identical rockets ( witl1 
~:qual amount of fuel), initially at rest a distance :~;0 apart iu an im~rtial 
frame 8, get identical accelerations for some time in the direction AB 
(:r-direction say). and eventually come to rest (when all their fuel has 
been expeuded) with respect to another inertial frame S'' moving with 
velocity v along the positive :r-direction with respect to S. From the 
simple application of Lorentz transformation Boughn obtains a very 
surprising result that after the acceleration phase is over, the age of 11 
becomes less than that of B. 

The result is counter-intuitive by virtue of the fact that the twins 
throughout have identical local experiences but their presyuchrouised 
(biological) clocks go out of synchrony. The amount of this time offset 
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turns out to be 
(4) 

The result follows from the simple application of LT which one may 
write for time as 

(G) 
where tk and J;k, denote the time and space coordinates of the observer 
k (k stands for A or B) with respect to S and the prime refers to the 
corresponding coordinates in 8'. 
From Eq.(5) it follows that 

(G) 

Assuming the clocks of tht~ observers A and B are initially synchronized 
in S', i.e assuming tB -fA 0 and also noting that xa - XA = :ro 
n:maius constant throughout their journeys. the time offset betweeu 
these: clocks is given by the expression ( 4) provided !:J..t' is substituted 
for tR'- tA'· 

The paradox however can Lc cxplaiued by noting that for spa
tiFtlly separated clocks the clmnge of relahve synchronization cannot 
be uncq ui vocally determined. The docks can only be compared wheu 
they are in spatial coincicknce. For example, wheu in S'' either of the 
observers can slowly walk towards the other or both the observers can 
walk symmetricaUy (with respect to 8') towards the other and com
pare their docks (ages) when they meet:. However in that case oue 
cau show [20] that they do not have identical local experiences- thus 
providing the resolution of the paradox. 

\Vhile the paradoxical element of the problem goes away, the 
fact remains that the result ( 4) is correct and this time offset remains 
unchanged even if they slowly walk towards each other and compare 
their clocks (a.gcs) when they meet [21]. 

This temporal offset effect of identically accelerated clocks gives 
an important insight into the behaviour of clocks in a uniform gravita
tional fidd, for, according to EP " ... all effec.ts of a uniform gravitational 
field are identical to the effects of a uniform acceleration of the coor
dinate system" [17]. This suggests, as correctly remarked by Boughn 
that two clocks at rest in a uniform gravitational field are in effect per
petually being accelerated into the new frames and hence the clock at 
the higher gravitational potential (placed forward along the direction 
of ac-cclcra.tion) runs faster. ·with this insight we \VTitc Eq.(4) as 

t- to= -"((t)v(t):To/c2 
= - f(t), (7) 

vvherc uow I and lo are the reading~ of two clocks at higher and lower 
potentials respectively and alsof(t) stands for the right hand side of 
Eq.(4) without the minus sign 

f(t) = 'Y(t)v(t)J.:0 jc2
. (8) 
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In terms of differentials one may write Eq.(7) as 

/it- t5to = -f(t)15t, (9) 

wlHJre the time derivative f(t) = 9~'~0 , with g -!fJ(ru) is the proper 
arxele·1ation. 
\VL' may now replace M and 6t0 by nand n 0 , where the later quantities 
corresponds to the number of ticks (second) of the clocks at their two 
positious. 'iVe therefore have 

(n- no)/no = -f(t), (10) 

or, in terms of frequency the clocks, 

--<5v /1/0 = f(t), (11) 

where bv refers to the frequency shift of an oscillator of frequency vo. 
The slowing down pararm;ter for docks, --6vjv0 in Eq.(11) i::; nothing 
hut the so called n~d-shift parameter Z for which we obtain the wel1-
knovvn formula'1 

Z ·=· gx0 /c2
. (12) 

Uue thus observt'S that Uw time-offset relation (7) of Boughu ·s paradox 
nm lw interpreted as the accumulated time diffen'ncf~ between two 
SJ>atially separ:1ted clocks because of the pseudo-gravity experienced by 
the twins5 We :,:hall ::::ee the importance of the time-offset relation (7) 
in accounting for the asymmetrical aging of the standard twin paradox 
from the perspective of the traveller twilL However before that. in the 
next :-;cction we show that the conneeticm of the time-offset and GSDC 
is purdy relativistic in nature. 

4. BOUGHN'S PARADOX IN THE CLASSICAL WORLD 

The origin of Bouglm's paradox can be traced to the space dependent 
part ill the time trausfonnatiou of LT. The existence of this term is 
indeed the cause of relativity of simultaneity in SR. 

The notion of relativity of simultaneity however can also be im
ported to the cla::::sical wodd. By cla:ssica.l or Galilean world we mean 
a kinematical world endowed with a preferred frame (of ether) 8 with 

·!In terms of ordinary acceleration g = dv I dt, measured with respect to 8 the 
formula comes out to be Z = · (grxol c.2)(1 - v2~1 2 I c2 ) which for small velocities can 
Rlso b(" written as Z ·~ g:rol c2 

5 Thc: connection het,veen gravity with this temporal offset through EP was first 
poilltl'U out lJy Barron cmd Vla;.:m [22j, wl10 cleriveJ the approximate furmulc' for 
tlw ·'clock rate difference'' nwntinned in the previnns fooL-nnte. 
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respect to which the speed of light c is isotropic and moving rods and 
clocks do not show any length contraction and time dilation effects. 
However the speed of light measured in any other inertial frame S' 
moving with velocity v with respect to S will change and will depend 
on direction. The synchro'nizat.ion of spatially separated clocks is gen
erally not an issue in this world as clocks can be transported freely 
without having to \VOlTY about time dilation, therefore all clocks can 
be synchronized at one 'spatial point and then may he transported 
with arbitrary speed to different locations. (The process is generally 
forbidden in Sit). Clearly one uses the Galilean transformation ( GT) 
io cowpan: events in different inertial franH~s. Using GT one um show 
that tht· two way c:pced (TWS) of light 7 in 8' along any direction ft 
with respect to the x-axis (direction of relative velocity between 8 and 
S') is given hv 

<..._} ,; 

(' = c(l -- (13) 

According to GT this TvVS is not the same as the one-way speed 
(0\iVS) of li~~;ht, for ex~tmple, along the x-axis it is c- r and c + u in 
the positive and negative ::r:-directions respectively, while th.e two way 
speed, i.l~ the avera~e round-trip speed of light along the x-direction is 
given hy c(l- v2 jc' ). However, in a playful spirit. one nmy choose to 
syuchronize the docks in S' such that the oue way speeds, to and fro 
a.re, the same as 'C. This is similar to Einstein's stipulation in SR which 
is commonly known as the standard synchrony. In the Galilean world 
the synchrony i.s somewhat an av;rkv,rard one but none can prevent one 
in adopting such a method. For this synchrony GT changes to the 
following tnmsfonnalious 

I :r (14) 

\Vhich was first obtained by E. Zahar and is therefore known as the 
Zahar transformation (ZTj [23-2Gj. The transformations have been 
successfully used to clarify some recently posed counter-intuitive prob
lems in SR [27, 281. The presence of the phase term and 1 2 in Eq.(l1) 
distinguishes the ZT from CT. Clearly the appearance of these terms 
is just an artifact of this synchrony. 

One is thus able to recast Boughn's paradox using the above 
transformations and extending the arguments leading to thP Eq. ( 4), 
one obtains, for the differential aging, 

(15) 

The above expression for the differential aging between two spatially 
separAted twins is also therefore an artifact of the synchrony. 

Let uc: uotc that ZT has ma.uy interesting fcaturec: which include 
the existpnce of apparent time dilation and length contraction effects 
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a::-; obst>rved from an arbitrary reference frame 8'. (\Vith respect to 
the preferred frame however there are no such effects). We have al
ready pointed out that the temporal offset between clocks cannot have 
any unequivocal meaning unless it corresponds to measurement at oue 
spatial point. 

One may therefore define without much ado the reality of the 
temporal offset effect due to Boughu (hereafter referred to al:l Bougl:m
effect). provided the docks are finally compared when they are brought 
together. In the relativistic world a clock is slowly transported tovvards 
the other iu order to minimize the time tlilation effect in the procel:ls. 
In this world if one of the pre-synchronized Rpatially separated clocks 
is brought to the other in an arbitrarily slow motion, it can be seen 
that v'llwu they arc compared at the positiou of the second d<wk. they 
remain c:.vnchronized. In other words if tvvo clod~s have an initial t.em
porai oH'set between them (due to Bouglm-effect or otherwise) wheu 

tlw v>dm~ fur this offset will remain nndw.ngnl vvlwu t.lwy 
arc brought together for comparison. Boughn-cfiect is tl1us a real ef!'ec:t 
(according to the definition) in the relativistic world. In the classical 
world the :;ituation is LlitfenmL Bdow Wl~ cakulak the dicct of clock 
transport from ZT. 

From ZT between a preferred frame 80 and an arbitrary frame 
S, ouc may write the transformation equation between any inertial 
frameR and as 

(16) 

( 17) 

wht'n: the suHixcs 'i and k: of coordinate:; :r, l, and v refer to the coonli
uates in S, and Sk and velocities of the concerned frames with respect 
to S'0 , n:spcctlvcly: also Ali.= (1 - vJ /c2)- 112 and 1k c= (1 - vUc2)-l/'2_ 

Clearly a clock stationary with respect to 8~,; will suffer a time 
"dilation" according to . 

(18) 

\Vherc .3.t, refers to the proper timt' between t\NO eveuts at the same 
point of ~ch and D.t; is the t'OlTespouding time rnea.smed by observers 
lll 

Consider now two synchronized clocks are spatially separated 
by a distance :r in Si and a third clock attached to /~h slowly covers the 
distance. The tirnP taken by the clock to cover this distance in 8; is 
given by 

(19) 

where w is the relative velocity of Sk with respect to Si. The corre
sponding time rncasurcd by the third clock (.'h- clock) may be obtained 
from Eq.(l8). 
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From ZT the relative velocity formula is obtained RS 

(20) 

Usiug Eq::;. (18), (19), and (20), one obtains for the difference of the::;e 
two times 

' I /\ " - I 2• 2 ut = u.tk - ut; = (r;x c )/; . (21) 

This non-vanishing integrated effect of the time dilation in the classical 
world due to clock transport is independent of the speed (vk) at which 
the clock is transported. In contrast, in the relativistic world one fi.nds 
different values for the effect for different velocities and in particular 
the vn.lue is zero whE'n the speed is vanishingly small. 

If now the two stationary (with respect to S'.i) docks refer to two 
Boughn·s observers A and B, they have precisely this amount (Eq. (21)) 
of temporal o!Iset with a negative sign and hence if the observer _A walks 
towards B no matter whether slow or fast, the result will lw the zero 
time difference between the docks when compared at one spatial point. 
Thi::; observatiou demonstrates that although Boughn's paradox can be 
rec·ast in the Galilean world the time-offset effect is jm;t an artifact ancl 
uot real according to our definition of "reality" of the effect. Thus 
GSDC cannot be obtained from this l3oughn't; effect in tht: classical 
world via BP. Conversely Boughn's temporal offset may he regarded as 
au effect of GSDC while iu the classical world if it exists is 
.i ust. au artifact of the synchrony. 

5. RESOLUTION 

Let us uow move on to the details of the arguments leading to Eq. ( 1). 
The outward trip of the traveller twin B from the point of view of the 
c~arth twin A is composed of two phases. Iu the first phase, the rocket 
moves a distance LA in time tA1 with uniform velocity v which is given 
by 

and in the second phase, which correspond~:> to the deceleration phase 
of thP rocket which finally stops before it. takeR the turn-around, the 
time lA2 taken by B is given by 

( 'YJ) ~c> 

where the proper acceleration g has been assumed t.o be uniform >vith 
respect to the earth frame. In the present analysis this term does not 
contribute since we consider the abrupt turn-around scenario where 
tA2 tends to zero as g __, oo; however for the time being \Ve keep it. 
Therefure the total time elapsed in S' for the entire journey is given by 

(24) 
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Now vve compute this time as measured in B's clock by taking the time 
dilation effect from the point of view of A. For phase 1 this time t Bl 

may be computed as 

t - _,,-I[ /·, /ll - r .oA 7.·, (2f>) 

where we have applied the simple timt: dilation formula. For plwi:ic 2 
hmvcwr this time dilation formula is differt•ntially true as the speed is 
not a constant i.e., one may write 

Hence. after iuteg,ratiou. one obtains [29] 

(27) 

However once again this tends to zero as g --c. oo. In any case \Vc shall 
howevl'r not need this expression any .more. Therefore the tot.a.l clapst'cl 
time measured in B's cloc:k for the complete journey is given by 

(23) 

The• diflcrcutial from the point of view of :1 is thus 

61A = - IB2). (29) 

From the point of view of B the stay-at-home observer A is 
wovillg, in the oppusiLc dircctio'n and as before orJc may divide tht· 
relative motion of A into two phases, phase I and pha.se II, where 
the later corresponds to the acceleration phase. The phase II may be 
interpreted as turning on of a gravitational fidd. \Vlwu this field is 
switched off (marking the end of the acceleration phase), the phase 1 
starts where the stay-at-horne observer A moves with a velocity --v up 
tu a distance LB which on account of the Lorentz contraction of is 
given by, 

2 2 1 
LB = LA(l-1· jc. )2, 

and the corresponding elapsed time tBJ is giveu by, 

This obviously comes out to be the same as tm since the result is 
obtained from considerations with respect to the inertial observer A. 
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Similarly t 8 n i.e. B-clock's time during phase II should be the sEtme 
as I B2 during which the gravitational field is turned on, i.e., 

(32) 

and hence the total time 

The corresponding time of A's dock b:-y taking into account the time 
clilaticm dfeet itS 

I -')L I Bl '"'I -.A, v. (34) 

A-duck·,., time during phase II from B's pen,;vec:tive as 1 

one Ill(l,Y write for A's dock time for the entire journey as 

+ 2tA!J· (:35) 

The diffen~nce of thesP times of clocks A nnd B as interpreted by the 
observer B, is given by 

(36) 

Note that at the momt'nt we do not know the value of L.MI· since it 
refers to the time measured by A as interpreted by B when it is in its 
accclcra tion phase. The paradox is resolved if 

(37) 

lit other words. using Eqs. (29) aud (36), one is required to have. 

(38) 

ln the abrupt turn-around sceur:trio, ac; \Vt' have already olmcrvccl tA2 = 
0. one therefore must have 

The resolution of the twin paradox therefore lies in accounting for this 
ternL It is interesting to note that the tenn is independent of the 
aecelcration in phase II. This is possibly the implicit reason why the 
role of acceleration iu the explanation of the twin paradox is often 
criticized in the literature. However we shall now see how, we can 
interpret this term as an efiect of the direction reversing accelei:ation 
(or the pseudo-gravity) experienced by the traveller twin. 

Now recall the Boughn-effect of temporal offset. between two 
identically accelerated obt>ervers. To be specific, con::;ider au inertial 
frame of referenceS attached to the observer B when it is in the uniform 
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motion phase (phat>e I). Suppose novv there is another observer B' at 
rest in S at El distance L B behind B and both of them get identical 
deceleration and eventually come to rest with respect to A in the frame 
of referenc·(; S', which is moving with velocity -v in the :r-directiou with 
respect to 8. According to Boughn-effect then the clocks of these two 
observers get desynchronized and the amount of this desynchronization 
is given by the expression (4) only with the sign changed, that mcaus 

. (4(fl 
' ) 

which is nothing but lAu· It has alrl'ady been pointed out that this 
Bouglm-effect may be interpreted as the effect of pseudo-gravity (in 
this ease as experienced by the observer B) aecording to EP. In terms 
of the pseudo <tcccleration· due to gravity the above expression can also 
be obtained as 

des:vnc =::•. gD.tBLB/c2 (41) 

Note Lhat gD.t B is finite (equal to J'V) eveniJ g _, 00. 

The ob:;;ervf~I if ;,vhich is Ln distance away from JJ is spatially 
coinci<ient with A, hence, in calculating the dock tim~:' of A from 1-J's 
perspective this time-offset due to Boughn-effect must be taken into ac
count. This pff:"ect is ignored when the twin paradox is posed by naively 
assertiag the reciprocal time dilation eficct for the stay-at-home ami thl' 
mckc"t-bound observers. Clearly the paradox is resolved if the Bouglm-

or the pseudo gravitational effect is taken into considcrntion. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS: TEST OF 
BOUGHN-EFFECT 

vVe have seen that the Boughn-effect can be interpreted as the intc:
gratcd effect of GSDC. The experimental test of GSDC or the gravi
tatiomtl red-shift is therefore a test of a differential Bouglm-effect in a 
way. On the contrary one may directly measure the integrated effect 

the following means: 
Firi"lt two atomic clocks may be compared (synchronized) at the 

sea leveL then one of t.lw clocks may be slowly transported to a hili 
station of altitude h and then kept there for some timeT. In this time 
thc;.;u t\vo atomic docks according to Boughn t:ceuario are perpettu=tlly 
accelerated from a nest frame 8 to a hypotlwtical inertial frame S' 
moving with velocity 11, with proper acceleration g so that -yv = gT. 
Boughn-eifect therefore predicts a temporal oitset (see Eqs.(4U) and 
(41))' 

(42) 

'This offset can be checked by bringing the hill station clock down and 
then comparing its timl~ with the sea level one. Any error introduced 
in the measurement due to transport of docks can be made arbitrarily 
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small compared to fltoffset- by increasing T. As a realistic example for 
h = 7000ft (altitude of a· typical hill station in India), and T = 1 year 
aml taking the average .r1 to be about 9.8rrl.jscc2 . the Boughn-t•ffect 
corm.·s out to be in the micro-second order: 

which is easily measurable without requiring sophisticated equipments. 
o:;uch as those used in Pouml-Rcbka type experiments. 

It is interesting to note that from the empirical point of view the 
cfhx:t is not entirely unknown. For exau1ple Rind.ler [16], in seeking to 
cite an evidence for the GSDC effect, remark:;: "Indeed, owing to this 
effect.. the US standard atomic clock kept since 1969 at the National 
Bureau of standards at Boulder, Colorado. at an altitude of 5400ft. 
gains about five microseconrh; each year relative to a similar clock kept 
at the Royal Greenwich ObsHvatory, England, ...... However one can 
consciously undertake the project with all seriousness, for the accurate 
determination of the time-offset (with the error bars and all that). not 
merely to prove GSDC but to verify the Boughn-effect of SR. It is 
worth while to note that the empirical verification of this time-offset as 
a function ofT would not only test the Boughn-effect and the integral 
effect of GSDC but it would also provide empirical support for the 
rdat:ivity of sirnultaneity6 of SR. So far no experimental test has been 
claimed to be; the ouc verifying the ITlativity of simultaneity. lmkcd 
SR is applicable in the weak gravity condition of the earth so that 
gravity cau be thought of as a field operating in the fiat (Minkmvskian) 
background of the spacetirrw [30]. Clearly l1ecausc of EP .. the earth with 
its weak gravity has the ability to provide a convenient Laboratory to 
test some special relativistic effects like the relativity of simultaneity 
or the Bouglm-cffcct. 
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